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while its a little hard to identify what this compressor is on the plugin, at first glance youd be able to tell
is is a multiband compressor because of the purple and orange coloration on the graph. look for the lrn

curve and the green linear response slope with a slight bit of overshoot, along with the notch filters (this
is just on windows). one of the most natural ways to compress is when you have a compressor with a
clear notch at it. the soft non-linear compression creates just that, a soft non-linear compression. of
course, if you want to compress harder, you can dial in the ratio and apply it manually. with only a

handful of parameters to mess with, you can quickly and easily dial in different settings. for instance, it
is easy to dial in a push-pull compression before the final compression and have a more defined

compression sound. the plugin has two knobs. the first knob is for the compression, the second one the
ratio. by dialing in one of the settings for each knob, you can adjust the ratio. finally, there are three

buttons to control the resonance. more on those below. softube describes this as a great compressor and
our technical advisor confirmed that it delivers a compressor with an extremely transparent sound. in
our testing, we found that it is not the best at the job of putting the compressor on the problematic

frequencies. however, it lets them through in a way that does not really throw the ears off. the
echo/notch is an extremely useful filter. it adds a smooth mid-side and or limiter effect. the filter has a
9-band graphic eq that is very useful when you want to adjust the frequency response. if you leave the

filters at 0, then you get a multiband compressor.
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This is another multi band compressor plugin and it has a very wide
frequency coverage from 60 Hz to 8000Hz, eleven bands, nine

filters, phase, threshold, slope and decay control, and three
automation curves in mono and stereo mode. The attack and release
that can be adjusted in pitch and time is also pretty nice. The plugin

has three very good gate and limit controls, and the creative
expansion is great. Its got incredible sound design presets that lets
you get the best sound out of your instruments. It has an on-board

compressor, limiter, and leveler for when you need to tweak a sound
without having to look for a plugin. The C24 is the first 24-bit

compressor ever produced by Waves. It is more than a full 24-bit
operation, with valve-like controls, multi-band processing and a

stereo input and output. It also has a comprehensive suite of plug-in
controls, including just about everything you would expect from a

Waves plug-in. Really, there is no way you could ask for more. It was
fairly easy for me to set this plugin up, and the presets for dynamic
range compression are ideal. Reverb sounds good, and the build in

stereo effects are well above average. I like the fact that I can either
curve the top and or the bottom of the frequency range in order to
control the shape of the dynamic range compressor with a single

knob, versus having to separately control the shapes in the top and
bottom of the frequency range of a multiband compressor. It is great
that you can choose to have the compressor completely immune to
the frequency spectrum, and that the Master VU meters is a simple

way to monitor the amount of compression your applying in real
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